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Abstract. This paper addresses non-preemptive offline scheduling par-
allel jobs on a Grid. We consider a Grid scheduling model with two
stages. At the first stage, jobs are allocated to a suitable Grid site, while
at the second stage, local scheduling is independently applied to each
site. In this environment, one of the big challenges is to provide a job al-
location that allows more efficient use of resources and user satisfaction.
In general, the criteria that help achieve these goals are often in conflict.
To solve this problem, two-objective genetic algorithm is proposed. We
conduct comparative analysis of five crossover and three mutation oper-
ators, and determine most influential parameters and operators. To this
end multi factorial analysis of variance is applied.

Keywords: Offline scheduling, Grid, Genetic Algorithm, Crossover Op-
erator, Mutation Operator.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present experimental work in the field of multi-objective
scheduling in a two layer Grid computing. At the first layer, we select the best
suitable machine for each job using a given criterion. At the second layer, local
scheduling algorithm is applied to each machine independently. In such an en-
vironment, one of the big challenges is to provide scheduling that allows more
efficient use of resources, and satisfies other demands. The optimization criteria
are often in conflict. For instance, resource providers and users have different
objectives: providers strive for high utilization of resources, while users are in-
terested in a fast response. We provide solutions that consider both goals. The
aggregation method of criteria and a scalar function to normalize them are used.
We examine the overall Grid performance based on real data and present a com-
prehensive comparative analysis of five crossover operators, three operators of
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mutation, five values of crossover probability, and five values of mutation prob-
ability. To genetic algorithm tune up the multifactorial analysis of variance is
applied.

After formally presenting our Grid scheduling model in Section 2, we discuss
related work in Section 3. We introduce genetic scheduling algorithms and discuss
their application for Grid scheduling in Section 4. Genetic algorithm calibration
is presented in section 5. Finally, we conclude with the summary in Section 6.

2 Model

We address an offline scheduling problem: n parallel jobs J1, J2, ..., Jn must be
scheduled on m parallel machines (sites) N1, N2, ..., Nm. Let mi be the number
of identical processors or cores of machine Ni. Assume without loss of gener-
ality that machines are arranged in non-descending order of their numbers of
processors, that is m1 ≤ m2 ≤ ... ≤ mm holds.

Each job Ji is described by a tuple (sizej, pj , p
′
j): its size 1 ≤ sizej ≤ mm also

called processor requirement or degree of parallelism, execution time pj and user

runtime estimate p
′
j . The release date of a job is zero; all the jobs are available

before scheduling process start. Job processing time is unknown until the job
has completed its execution (non-clairvoyant case). User runtime estimate p

′
j

is provided by a user. A machine must execute a job by exclusively allocating
exactly sizej processors for an uninterrupted period of time pj to it. As we
do not allow multisite execution and co-allocation of processors from different
machines, a job Jj can only run on machine Ni if size ≤ mj holds.

Two criteria are considered: makespan: Cmax, Cmax = max(Ci), where Ci

is the maximum completion time on Ni machine (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., Nm) and mean
turnaround time: TA = 1

n

∑n
j=1 cj , where cj is the completion time of job Jj .

We denote our Grid model by GPm. In the three field notation (α |β| γ) intro-
duced in [6], our scheduling problem is characterized asGPm

∣
∣
∣sizej, pj , p

′
j

∣
∣
∣OWA,

where OWA is the value of the multi-criteria aggregation operator (OWA =
w1Cmax + w2TA), and wi is the linear combination weights. The problem of

scheduling on the second stage is denoted as Pm

∣
∣
∣sizej, pj , p

′
j

∣
∣
∣Cmax.

3 Related Work

3.1 Hierarchical Scheduling

Scheduling algorithms for two layer Grid models can be split into a global
allocation part and a local scheduling part. Hence, we regard MPS (Multi-
ple machine Parallel Scheduling) as a two stage scheduling strategy: MPS =
MPS Alloc+PS [20]. At the first stage, we allocate a suitable machine for each
job using a genetic algorithm. At the second stage, PS (single machine Par-
allel Scheduling) algorithm is applied to each machine independently for jobs
allocated during the previous stage.
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3.2 Multi-criteria Scheduling

Several studies deal with scheduling in Grids considering only one criterion (e.g.
EGEE Workload Management System [1], NorduGrid broker [4], eNANOS [16],
Gridway [10]. Various Grid resource managements involve multiple objectives
and may use multicriteria decision support. Dutot et al. [3] considered task
scheduling on the resources taking into account maximum task completion time
and the average completion time. Siddiqui, et al. [18] presented task scheduling
based on the resource negotiation, advance reservation, and user preferences.
The user preferences are modeled by utility functions, in which users must enter
the values and levels of negotiation.

General multi-criteria decision methodology based on the Pareto optimality
can be applied. However, it is very difficult to achieve fast solutions needed for
Grid resource management by using the Pareto dominance. The problem is very
often simplified to a single objective problem or objectives’ combining. There are
various ways to model preferences, for instance, they can be given explicitly by
stakeholders to specify an importance of every criterion or a relative importance
between criteria. This can be done by a definition of criteria weights or criteria
ranking by their importance.

In order to provide effective guidance in choosing the best strategy, Ramirez
et al. [15] performed a joint analysis of several metrics according to methodology
proposed in [19]. They introduce an approach to multi-criteria analysis assuming
equal importance of each metric. The goal is to find a robust and well performing
strategy under all test cases, with the expectation that it will also perform well
under other conditions, e.g., with different Grid configurations and workloads.
Kurowski et al. [11] used aggregation criteria method for modeling the prefer-
ences of participants (owners, system managers and users). Authors considered
two stage hierarchical grids, taking into account the stakeholders’ preferences,
assuming unknown processing times of the tasks, and studied the impact of the
size of the batch of tasks on the efficiency of schedules. Lorpunmanee et al. [12]
presented task allocation strategies to the different sites of a Grid and propose
a model for task scheduling considering multiple criteria. They concluded that
such scheduling can be performed efficiently using GAs.

In this paper, we consider two-criteria scheduling problem. We propose a
genetic algorithm as a strategy for allocating jobs to resources. It uses an ag-
gregation criteria method and the weight generating function representing the
relative importance of each criterion. We present an experimental analysis of
such a problem and compare obtained results with strategies aimed at optimiz-
ing a single criterion. In this paper, the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA)

[11] is applied: OWA(x1, x2, ..., xn) =
∑k

c=1 wcs(x)σ(c), where wc is the weight,
c = 1, ..., k, xc is a value associated with the satisfaction of the c criterion. Per-
mutation ordering values: s(x)σ(1) ≤ s(x)σ(2) ≤ ...s(x)σ(k) is performed. Weights

(wc) are nonnegative and
∑k

c=1 wc = 1. If all the weights are set to the same
value, OWA behaves as the arithmetic mean. In this case, high values of some
criterion compensate low values of the other ones. In OWA approach, a compro-
mise solution is provided. The highest weight is w1 and the subsequent ones are
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decreasing, but never reaching 0. That means that both the worst criterion and
the mean of criteria are taken into account. In this way stakeholders are able to
evaluate schedules using multiple criteria. The goal is to find a weighting scheme
that provides the best possible mean value for all stakeholders’ evaluations and
the highest possible value for the worst case evaluation. To achieve this, weight
w1 must be relatively large, while weight wk should be small, where k denotes
the number of criteria. The remaining weights decrease in value from w1 to wk

according to:

wc =

{
3/2k, c = 1
(3k − 2c− 1)/ [2n(k − 1)] , 1 < c ≤ k

(1)

4 Genetic Algorithm

Scheduling algorithms for two layer Grid models can be split into a global allo-
cation part and a local scheduling part. Hence, we regard MPS as a two stage
scheduling strategy: MPS=MPS Alloc+PS. At the first stage, we use a genetic
algorithm (GA) to allocate a suitable machine for each job (MPS Alloc=GA).
At the second stage, the parallel job scheduling algorithm PS is applied to each
machine independently for jobs allocated during the previous stage. As PS we
use the well-known strategy Backfilling-EASY [21,22].

GA is a well-known search technique used to find solutions to optimization
problems [9]. Candidate solutions are encoded by chromosomes (also called
genomes or individuals). The set of initial individuals forms the population.
Fitness values are defined over the individuals and measures the quality of the
represented solution. The genomes are evolved through the genetic operators
generation by generation to find optimal or near-optimal solutions. Three ge-
netic operators are repeatedly applied: selection, crossover, and mutation. The
selection picks chromosomes to mate and produce offspring. The crossover com-
bines two selected chromosomes to generate next generation individuals. The
mutation reorganizes the structure of genes in a chromosome randomly so that
a new combination of genes may appear in the next generation. The individuals
are evolved until some stopping criterion is met. OWA operator as a fitness
function is applied (Section 2).

Each solution is encoded by n ·m matrix. Where m is a number of machines
in a Grid, and n is a number of jobs. The i = 0, ...,m − 1 row represents local
queue of machine Ni. Note, that machines are arranged in non-descending order
of their number of processors m0 ≤ m2 ≤ mm−1. A job Jj can only run on
machine Ni if sizej ≤ mi holds. The available set of machines for a job Jj is
defined to be the machines with indexes fj , ...,m, where fj is the smallest index
i such that mi ≥ sizej.

The selection picks chromosomes to produce offspring. The binary tournament
selection known as an effective variant of the parents’ selection is considered.
Two individuals are drawn randomly from the population, and one with highest
fitness value wins the tournament. This process is repeated twice in order to
select two parents.
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4.1 Crossover Operators

Crossover operator produces new solutions by combining existing ones. It takes
parts of solution encodings from two existing solutions (parents) and combines
them into single solution (child). The crossover operator is applied under a cer-
tain probability (Pc). In this paper, five operators are considered.

One Segment Crossover for Matrix (OSXM ). It is based on the crossover
operator OSX - One Segment Crossover [7]. In this crossover, two random points
S1 and S2 from 0 to vmax (maximum index used) are selected. The child inherits
columns from the 0 to S1 position from parent 1. It also inherits columns from
S1 to S2 from parent 2, but only elements that have not been copied from parent
1. Finally, child inherits elements from parent 1 that have not yet been copied.

Two Point Crossover for Matrix (TPM ). It is based on the crossover operator
Two Point Crossover [13]. In this crossover, two random points S1 and S2 from
0 to vmax are selected. Columns from position 0 to S1 and from S2 to vmax
are copied from parent 1. The remaining elements are copied from the parent 2
only if they have not been copied.

Order Based Crossover for Matrix (OBXM ). It is based on the crossover
operator OBX - Order Based Crossover [5]. A binary mask is used. The mask
values equal to one indicate that the corresponding columns are copied from
parent 1 to the child. The rest of elements are copied from parent 2, only if they
have not been copied. The mask values are generated randomly and uniformly.

Precedence Preservative Crossover for Matrix (PPXM ). It is based on the
crossover operator PPX - Precedence Preservative Crossover [2]. Random binary
mask values equal to one indicates that corresponding columns are copied from
parent 1 to the child, and the values equal to zero indicate that columns are
copied from parent 2, this is done by iterating the columns of parents who have
not been copied in order from left to right.

Order Segment Crossover for Matrix with Setup (OSXMS ). It is based on the
crossover operator OSX - Order Segment Crossover [7]. It chooses two points
randomly. Columns from position 1 to the first point are copied from parent 1.
The elements are ordered by the number of processors required for subsequent
insertion into the child in the position according to the number of required
processors. Columns from first point to second point are copied from parent 2,
only if the elements have not been copied. Finally, the remaining elements are
copied from the parent 1, considering not copied elements.

4.2 Mutation

The mutation operator produces small changes in an offspring with probability
Pm. It prevents falling of all solutions into local optimum and extends search
space of the algorithm. Three operators Insert, Swap and Switch adapted for
two-dimensional encoding are considered. 1)Queue Insert. Two points are ran-
domly selected. The element of the second point is inserted to the first point,
shifting the rest. Note that this mutation preserves most of the order and the
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adjacency information. 2)Queue Swap. This mutation randomly selects two
points and swaps their elements. 3)Queue Switch. This mutation selects a ran-
dom column and swaps their elements with the next column.

5 GA Calibration

5.1 Workload

The accuracy of the evaluation highly relies upon workloads applied. For testing
the job execution performance under a dedicated Grid environment, we use Grid
workload based on real production traces. Carefully reconstructed traces from
real supercomputers provide a very realistic job stream for simulation-based
performance evaluation of Grid job scheduling algorithms. Background work-
load (locally generated jobs) that is an important issue in non-dedicated Grid
environment is not addressed.

Four logs from PWA (Parallel Workloads Archive) [14] (Cornell Theory Cen-
ter, High Performance Computing Center North, Swedish Royal Institute of
Technology and Los Alamos National Lab) and one from GWA (Grid Work-
loads Archive) [8] (Advanced School for Computing and Imaging) have been
used: The archives contain real workload traces from different machine instal-
lations. They provide information of individual jobs including submission time,
and resource requirements.

For creating suitable grid scenarios, we integrate several logs by merging users
and their jobs. The premise for the integration of several logs of machines in
production use into a Grid log is based on the following. Grid logs contain jobs
submitted by users of different sites; a Grid execution context could be composed
by these sites. Unification of these sites into a Grid will trigger to merger users
and their jobs. It should be mentioned that merging several independent logs
to simulate a computational Grid workload does not guarantee representation
of the real Grid with the same machines and users. Nevertheless, it is a good
starting point to evaluate Grid scheduling strategies based on real logs in the
case of the lack of publicly available Grid workloads. Time zone normalization,
profiled time intervals normalization, and invalid jobs filtering are considered.

5.2 Calibration Parameters

A method of experimental design is adapted from Ruiz and Maroto [17], where
the following steps are defined: (a) test all instances produced with possible com-
binations of parameters; (b) obtain the best solution for each instance; (c) apply
the Multifactor Variance Analysis (ANOVA) with 95% confidence level to find
the most influential parameters; (d) set algorithm parameters based on selected
parameters values; (e) calculate relative difference of the calibrated algorithm
and other adapted algorithms over the best solutions. Table 1 shows parameters
that were set for the calibration. Hence, 5 x 3 x 5 x 5 = 375 different algorithms
alternatives were considered. 30 executions of the workload were realized, in total
375 x 30 = 11,250 experiments.
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Table 1. Calibration parameters

Instance Levels

Crossover operators OSXM, TPM, OBXM, PPXM, OSXMS
Mutation operators Queue Insert, Queue Swap, Queue Switch
Crossover probability 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2
Population 50 individuals
Number of jobs in individual 5275
Selection Binary tournament
Stop criterion If the fitness value of the best chromosome is not

improved 4 times, the algorithm is stopped.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is calculated as the percentage
of the relative distance of the obtained solution from the best one (Relative
Increment over the Best Solution - RIBS ). The RIBS is calculated using the
following formula: RIBS = (Heusol − Bestsol)/Bestsol · 100, where Heusol is
the value of the objective function obtained by considered algorithm, and Bestsol
is the best value obtained during the testing all possible parameter combinations.

5.3 Analysis of Variance

To assess the statistical difference among the experimental results, and observe
effect of different parameters on the result quality, the ANOVA is applied. The
analysis of variance is used to determine factors that have a significant effect,
and which are the most important factors. Parameters of the Grid scheduling
problem are considered as factors, and their values as levels. We assume that
there is no interaction between the factors.

Table 2. Analysis of variance for RIBS (Type III Sums of Squares)

Source Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F-Ratio P-Value

MAIN EFFECTS
A:cross 2111.03 4 527.758 152.00 0.0000
B:mut 47.4724 2 23.7362 6.84 0.0012
C:pc 20.9586 4 5.23964 1.51 0.1990
D:pm 27.5114 4 6.87785 1.98 0.0969
RESIDUAL 1249.99 360 3.4722
TOTAL 3456.97 374
(CORRECTED)

The F-Ratio is the ratio between mean square of the factor and the mean
square of residues. A high F-Ratio means that this factor affects the response
variable (see Table 2). The value of P-Value shows the statistical significance
of the factors. The factors, whose P-Value is less than 0.05, have statistically
significant effect on the response variable (RIBS ) with 95% level of confidence.
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Here we see that the factors that significantly affect the response variable are
the operators of crossover and mutation. According to the F-Ratio, the most
important factor is the crossover operator.

Fig. 1. Means and 95% LSD intervals

Figs. 1(a)-1(d) show means and 95% LSD intervals of the most influential fac-
tors. Fig. 1(a) shows the results obtained for crossover operators. Five operators
are presented in the following order: 1-OSXM, 2-TPM, 3-OBXM, 4-PPXM and
5-OSXMS. The vertical axis is the values of RIBS. We can see that crossover
TPM is the best crossover among the five ones tested, followed by OBXM. Figure
1(b) shows the results obtained for mutation operators. Three mutation opera-
tors are presented in the following order: 1- Queue Insert, 2- Queue Swap y 3-
Queue Switch. Queue Insert is shown to be the best, followed by Queue Swap.
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the results for the crossover and mutation probability.
The best crossover probability occurring is 0.9. The best mutation probability
occurring is 0.2.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We addressed a two-objective genetic algorithm calibration for scheduling jobs
in a two stage computational Grid. We conduct comprehensive comparison of
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five known crossover operators, three mutation operators adapted for two di-
mension encoding, five values for the crossover probability, and five values for
the mutation probability. 375 different genetic algorithms are analysed with 30
instances for each one. 11,250 experiments were evaluated. We use aggregation
criteria method for modeling the preferences of two objectives: Cmax and TA.
To assess the statistical difference among the experimental results, and observe
impact of different parameters on the result quality, the ANOVA technique was
applied. The crossover operator is shown to have a statistically significant effect.
It plays the most important role in genetic algorithms applied to a scheduling
in computational Grid. Of five compared operators, the TPM obtained the best
result, followed by the OBXM.

Obtained results may serve as a starting point for future heuristic Grid schedul-
ing algorithms that can be implemented in real computational Grids. While the
scope of this work is to determine most influential GA parameters and oper-
ators, in future work, we also intend to evaluate the practical performance of
the proposed strategies, and the assessment of their cost. To this end, we plan
simulations using real workload traces and corresponding Grid configurations.
We will compare our GA with other existing Grid scheduling strategies which
are typically based on heuristics. Future work needs for a better understanding
of the scheduling with dynamic Grid configuration, resource failures and other
real characteristics of the Grid.
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